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BREAI(ING THE CYCLE
STRIDES HAVE BEEN MADE IN BREAST CANCER TESTING AND TREATMENT, SO WHY

ARE SO MANY LATINAS STILL DYING FROM THE DISEASE? By Dorl{ys Ramos

JENriIE SANTIAGOSTILL REMEMBERS callingfor her

breast biopsyresults eight years ago."Mydoctor said,'Jennie,
I have your file right here- I just didn't know how to tell
you,''' she recalls. "I knew instantly that something wasvery
wrong:' And just like that, it was time to fight.

Latinas may have a 40 percent lower incidence rate of
breast cancer than non-Hispanic white women, but we're

20 percent more likely to die from the disease, making it
the leading cause of cancer death among us. We'realso more
likely to be diagnosed younger, at later stages and with larger, .

more aggressivebreast tumors. With new studies,testing arid
treatments available,why is this disease still takingso many
of our mothers, aunts and sisters?

"Abigfactor is that we have one ofthe highest uninsured
rates," says Jenny Romero, M.D.,an oncologist at the Ralph
Lauren Center for Cancer Care and Prevention in NYc. In

2007, 32.1percent of Latinos were uninsured, compared to
10.4percent of non-Hispanic whites. So right off the bat,
fewer Latinos have access to medical care and preventative
services. But even those with insurance don't take advan-

Latinas Non-Hispanic
white women

tage of screenings: Latinas are least likelyto go in for clinical
breast exams and mammograms, which can detect a lump

up to a year before it can be felt.
Some of that may be attributed to the high numbers of

Latinas in jobs that don't offer insurance or compensation
for time off from work. "How can you have someone come
in for a mammography if they're not going to get paid that
day?" Dr. Romero says. "I need to have a lot of patience and
be flexiblewith appointments:' Unfortunately, not allhealth-
care providers are so accommodating.

Fear and embarrassment are other factors. OlderLatinas

either stay mum about their own battle-or worse, spread
terror tales that perpetuate the fear. "I only heard about it
being the worst thing on Earth," Santiago says about chemo-
therapy, which she underwent for her stage 2 breast cancer,
"but I never knew anyone who had cancer because my four
aunts who died from it never had chemo." Dr. Romero also
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notes the emotional issues that accompany mastectomies.

''Latinas are less likely t<?have breast conservation and recon-
struction surgeries," she says, "and I often hear that they'd
rather die than lose their breast."

As younger women, the most effective way for us to chart

a new course is to start thinking about our breast health now,

before we start scheduling routine mammograms at age 40.

Get chummy with your boobs, suggests Erika Schwartz, M.D.,

medical directOl;' of Cinergy Health. "Women are likely to

let a guy feel their breasts instead of knowing exactly what

they feel like themselves," she points out. Lumps and sore-

ness come and go with your period, but if you notice a hard

lump that doesn't hurt or change after a couple of cycles,

you'll want to bring it to your doc's attention.

Also try to eliminate or reduce your risk factors. Dr.

Schwartz notes that alcohol, caffeine, processed food, sugar

substitutes and even birth control pills can increase your

chances of developing breast cancer down the line. "It's your

body; you're the only one who lives there:' she says. "So it's

your job to make sure that everything you put in your mouth

.. ~~----
protects your body."

Schedule clinical breast exams at least every three years

and make it your business to know your family history. Cutting

through the silence might encourage the otl).erwomen in your

circle to get tested, but more important, it would shed light

on the topic and open the floor for conversation.

Santiago is doing just that. Soon after finishing chemo

in 2002, she joined LatinaSHARE, a program based in New

York City that keeps Spanish-speaking clients informed of the

latest research. As a survivor-patient navigator, she provides

new patients with interpretation of their diagnoses, resources,

emotional support and an immediate face of survivaL-

"I always encourage our patients to do research on the

disease they have," Santiago says. "The day I was diagnosed,

I didn't sleep. I was on that computer getting a crash course

onbreastcancer,learningeverythingtherewas." .

Notjust learning-fighting.And,inturn,surviving. ~


